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ABSTRACT

The displacement of transmission tower feet can seriously affect the safe operation of the tower, and the accuracy
of structural health monitoring methods is limited at the present stage. The application of deep learning method
provides new ideas for structural health monitoring of towers, but the current amount of tower vibration fault
data is restricted to provide adequate training data for Deep Learning (DL). In this paper, we propose a DT-DL
based tower foot displacement monitoring method, which firstly simulates the wind-induced vibration response
data of the tower under each fault condition by finite element method. Then the vibration signal visualization and
Data Transfer (DT) are used to add tower fault data samples to solve the problem of insufficient actual data
quantity. Subsequently, the dynamic response test is carried out under different tower fault states, and the tower
fault monitoring is carried out by the DL method. Finally, the proposed method is compared with the traditional
online monitoring method, and it is found that this method can significantly improve the rate of convergence and
recognition accuracy in the recognition process. The results show that the method can effectively identify the
tower foot displacement state, which can greatly reduce the accidents that occurred due to the tower foot
displacement.
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1 Introduction

Ensuring the safe operation of transmission towers is crucial for maintaining a reliable power
transmission network. Nonetheless, the demanding topography and adverse environmental circumstances
frequently result in tower base displacement, structural modifications, and other malfunctions.
Regrettably, current tower monitoring techniques exhibit their own constraints. Conventional manual
inspection approaches encounter delays in information gathering, impeding the prompt identification of
potential concerns. The effectiveness of online monitoring techniques employing dip and stress sensors in
detecting minor damages is limited. The deformation monitoring system relying on satellite image
processing is limited by terrain, which affects the accuracy of the monitoring process [1].
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The analysis of vibration response presents a valuable means of detecting structural impairments in
transmission towers by capturing variations in key parameters such as natural frequency. The domain of
health monitoring for transmission towers, centered around vibration-based techniques, holds immense
potential, with a multitude of effective approaches devised and validated in controlled laboratory
environments [2]. Scholars have explored various approaches, including vibration testing on scaled-down
transmission tower models, revealing how the presence of transmission wires affects tower performance.
Furthermore, the authors have conducted a comparative analysis with fault detect methods based on
numerical model [3]. In addition, researchers have proposed a tower leg settlement monitoring system
based on structural inherent property analysis, which utilizes SSI method to analyze the impact of tower
faults on frequency [4]. In order to improve the accuracy of Structural health monitoring, some scholars
proposed a new method that combines simulation research with sensor fusion. Subsequently, the
effectiveness and accuracy of this method were verified through a large number of numerical simulations
and experiments. This method can also diagnose minor faults such as tower bolt looseness [5].

In vibration-based structural health monitoring, the careful choice and examination of fault features play
a pivotal role. Signal processing techniques widely utilized include the peak value method [6], stochastic
subspace identification [7], and variational mode decomposition [8], which are employed to extract
distinctive parameters. These parameters are then compared under different working conditions to
diagnose faults. In a recent study, researchers explored the potential of combining real-time modal
identification with a localized approximation of a damage feature known as the interpolation error, proved
effective in detecting and localizing damage caused by stiffness loss [9]. However, these methods lack
robust “intelligent” processing capabilities, which hampers their online real-time diagnostic performance.
Fortunately, the emergence of deep learning has revolutionized structural health monitoring [10]. Deep
learning methods offer advantages over traditional data processing techniques by reducing manual
intervention and improving monitoring speed and accuracy. Despite its potential, deep learning has yet to
be applied in tower vibration monitoring due to challenges in obtaining sufficient labeled data from
service towers and a lack of comprehensive tower failure databases [11].

This paper presents several notable contributions and novel findings, which can be summarized as
follows:

(1) To address the challenge of tower foot displacement monitoring, a novel approach combining deep
learning and data transfer methods has been proposed. This method simulates the actual data by building a
simulation model, and expands the fault database through the data migration method. This not only ensures
the accuracy of the data, but also enhances the model’s ability to resist noise interference. By integrating
these techniques, a comprehensive monitoring solution for tower foot displacement is achieved.

(2) By leveraging the Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT), it becomes feasible to visualize fault data
and construct a comprehensive database for tower faults. This powerful technique enables the representation
of fault data in a comprehensive manner, facilitating the creation of a robust and informative database for
tower faults.

(3) During the training process, the input images from the database are fed into a Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) model, allowing the model to acquire knowledge and extract pertinent features.
Additionally, the model can be utilized for visualized fault detection by inputting actual measurement
data. By integrating the capabilities of CNN with real-time data, this approach synergistically enhances
the precision and efficacy of fault detection.

2 Theoretical Research

2.1 Vibration Monitoring and CWT
The lattice structure of transmission towers makes them highly susceptible to wind-induced vibrations,

as their dynamic nature causes vibrations when exposed to wind forces. These vibrations result from the
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tower’s response to wind load, which encompasses various degrees of freedom, ultimately forming a
complex vibration system. Mathematically, the motion of a transmission tower can be described using a
set of differential equations.

M½ � fx
��
ðtÞg þ C½ � fx

�
ðtÞg þ K½ �fxðtÞg ¼ ff ðtÞg (1)

Vibration serves as a crucial indicator of the structural condition, reflecting changes in the tower’s
vibration state such as frequency, mode shape, and damping ratio. To extract the tower’s vibration signal
and analyze potential faults, a vibration monitoring method is employed. This approach enables structural
health monitoring while the tower is in operation [12], allowing for continuous assessment of its
condition as it undergoes structural changes.

This paper utilizes Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) to convert vibration signals into time-
frequency images. These images encapsulate the combined distribution details of the original signal in
both the time and frequency domains. Subsequently, these images are fed into a Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) for feature extraction and model training. Wavelet transform, as opposed to Fourier
transform, employs a finite and decaying wavelet base to represent the time and frequency domain
characteristics of the original signal. This method involves translating and scaling the wavelet base
function [13]. For any function f(t)∈L2(R), CWT can be defined as:

CWTf ða; sÞ ¼ ½f ðtÞ; �a;sðtÞ� ¼ 1ffiffiffi
a

p
Z þ1

�1
f ðtÞw� t � s

a

� �
dt (2)

where, α is the scale factor, τ is the displacement factor, ψ* is the conjugate complex of ψ.

The crucial aspect of the CWT method lies in the choice of the wavelet basis function, which should
closely resemble the fault signal to a significant extent.

2.2 Convolution Neural Network
This paper focuses on the analysis and categorization of time-frequency images derived from wind-

induced vibration response signals of the tower using a CNN. The ultimate objective is to classify the
structural health condition of the tower. A Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is a deep, feedforward
neural network that incorporates convolution calculations. As a notable algorithm in the realm of deep
learning, CNN holds significant prominence and finds extensive utilization across diverse domains like
image recognition. Notably, in recent times, CNN has also emerged as a valuable tool for fault diagnosis
in the field [14].

Fig. 1 illustrates the architecture of a CNN, comprising distinct layers such as the input layer,
convolution layer, pooling layer, expansion layer, fully connected layer, and output layer. At the input
layer, the RGB three-channel time-frequency image generated by CWT serves as the input. The
convolution layer convolves the characteristic image from the preceding layer using specific
convolution kernels and an offset value. The resulting characteristic image of this layer is obtained
through the activation function relu. The pooling layer downsamples the computation and employs
maximum pooling as the pooling method. The expansion layer transforms the last pooling layer into a
one-dimensional vector [15]. This vector is then utilized as the input for the fully connected layer,
which establishes the relationship between the input and output vectors. Finally, the flattened data
passes through a fully connected layer and undergoes decision classification of samples using a
softmax classifier.
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2.3 Parameter Setting and Verification
In this study, we enhance the feature extraction process within the CNN network by incorporating two

feature extraction layers. Each layer employs convolutional kernels of varying sizes, thereby enhancing the
capability to extract features from time-frequency maps. This modification addresses the issue of potentially
missing small feature quantities present in vibration signal time-frequency maps, which may occur when
using large convolutional kernels in the original network model. The feature values obtained from
different convolutional kernels exhibit variations. During feature fusion in the fully connected layer, these
distinct feature values, pertaining to the same fault, can conditionally complement each other. This
refinement in the convolutional neural network model enhances its effectiveness in tower fault diagnosis,
leading to improved model accuracy.

When deciding on the size of the convolutional kernel, it is crucial to consider the direct processing of
the vibration signal’s time-frequency map by the initial convolutional layer. To mitigate the influence of noise
energy on the network within the time-frequency map, a larger convolutional kernel is chosen for the
C1 layer. This choice facilitates a broader perception field and effectively mitigates the impact of noise.
Conversely, opting for smaller convolutional kernels in the C5 layer enables improved extraction of
minute features from the time-frequency map of bearing vibration signals, thereby enhancing the
network’s capacity for feature expression. The network model parameters are detailed in Table 1.

Figure 1: Convolution neural network structure diagram

Table 1: Network model parameters

Network layer Convolutional kernel/filter size Number Activation

Input None None None

Convolutional layer C1 7 × 7 6 ReLU

Pool layer P2 2 × 2 6 None

Convolutional layer C3 5 × 5 16 ReLU

Pool layer P4 2 × 2 16 None

Convolutional layer C5 5 × 5 6 ReLU

Pool layer P6 2 × 2 6 None

Convolutional layer C7 3 × 3 16 ReLU

Pool layer P8 2 × 2 16 None

Convolutional layer C9 3 × 3 16 ReLU

Fully connected layer F10 None 1 None

Output layer None 1 None
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2.4 DT-DL Method
The research presented in this paper utilizes a test platform consisting of three towers and two stages, as

depicted in Fig. 2, which is located at Xi’an Polytechnic University. Specifically, the tower fault data from
Tower #2 was collected and subsequently compared with the numerical simulation data.

The monitoring approach can be categorized into four distinct stages: (1) Utilizing the finite element
method, wind-induced vibrations are simulated to generate tower vibration signals under different fault
scenarios. (2) Data augmentation techniques are employed to enhance the vibration signals, thereby
expanding the fault database for transmission towers. (3) The vibration signals are visualized using
Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT), and the fault database is established through data transformation.
(4) The employed Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) model, which has undergone training, is
employed to evaluate the tower’s foot displacement, and the obtained assessment outcomes are
subsequently compared and analyzed for further examination.

3 Finite Element Analysis of Transmission Tower

3.1 Establishment of Numerical Model
In this research paper, a numerical model of a three-tower and two-gear system is constructed using the

110 kV tower as a foundation at Xi’an Polytechnic University. The significance of this model lies in its
consideration of the coupling effect between the tower and the transmission line, thereby enhancing the
accuracy of the fault database using actual test data. The tower’s overall height measures around
19 meters, featuring a root opening of approximately 3.103 meters along both the cross arm and the line’s
direction. The tower structure predominantly utilizes angle steel, with Q345 and Q235 steel serving as the
primary materials. To ensure an accurate representation of the stiffness of each constituent element in the
real transmission line, a hybrid modeling approach that combines beam and rod elements is employed.
This approach allows for a more precise depiction of the system’s characteristics. In particular, a hybrid
model comprising beam-truss elements is established [16], where components subjected to axial force,
shear force, bending moment, and torque are simplified as spatial beams. This approach allows for an
effective representation of the various forces and moments experienced by the components. These beams
represent members connected by flanges and welds, ensuring high-end stiffness. On the other hand,
components and wires solely subjected to axial force are simplified as rods [17], representing members
connected by bolts with lower-end stiffness, and are modeled using truss elements. During normal

Figure 2: The testing facility at Xi’an Polytechnic University comprises three tower and two line platforms
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operation, the tower’s base is connected to a concrete ground pile through anchor bolts, creating a rigid
connection that constrains all six degrees of freedom at the tower leg nodes.

To address the issue of differences between the numerical model and the actual situation, we accounted
for the mass differences between the initial numerical model and the real structure. We simplified these
components by representing them as equivalent concentrated masses, which were then incorporated into
the initial finite element model. Through mass tuning, significant reductions in mode errors were
achieved. Additionally, we divided the transmission tower into six sections and adjusted the material
properties of each section accordingly. Drawing upon engineering insight and intuition, we identified the
elastic modulus of all components as the parameter requiring updating. Consequently, we modified the
elastic modulus of the primary and secondary materials for each section of the tower. Furthermore, we
also adopted optimization methods to improve the quality of the model [18]. The model is depicted in Fig. 3.

3.2 Wind Load Simulation
Wind load consists of two components: average wind and fluctuating wind. The average wind has a

period typically exceeding 10 min, which is significantly longer than the natural vibration period of most
engineering structures. Consequently, its impact can be deemed comparable to a static load. This element
serves as the main catalyst for structural oscillations. In Chinese load regulations and wind engineering
practices, the Davenport spectrum is frequently employed [19]. It postulates that the fluctuating wind
velocity spectrum represents the mean measurements obtained at different elevations above the surface.
Its mathematical representation is as follows:

SvðnÞ ¼ 4j�v210
x2

nð1þ x2Þ4=3
(3)

Figure 3: A finite element model of Xi’an Polytechnic University consisting of three towers and two spans
is developed
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As illustrated in Fig. 2, the tower is partitioned into six segments, while the individual transmission line
is divided into 50 segments. Employing the Davenport spectrum, a time series of fluctuating wind speed is
generated for each segment [20]. To exemplify, Fig. 4 exhibits the time series curve of wind speed for
Section 1 of the tower.

Fig. 5 shows the self-power Spectral density of the above fluctuating wind speed. The results validate the
effectiveness of our proposed wind load model [21].

The wind speed in each section is transformed into wind-induced load and then applied to the finite
element model [22]. The equation is as follows:

WS ¼ W � lS � AS (4)

where, W is the standard value of wind load force on the tower at the target height, is the projected area of
wind load.

The expression of wind load on the transmission line is:

WX ¼ a �W � lSC � d � Lp � sin2 h (5)

where, α is the wind pressure non-uniformity coefficient, lSC is the shape factor of conductor or ground wire,
d is the calculated outer diameter of the conductor or ground wire, Lp is the length of each section, θ is the
included angle between wind direction and conductor or ground wire direction.

Reliability adjustments were made to the model’s vibration response by employing several techniques.
Firstly, a median filtering method was utilized to eliminate noise from the original vibration signal.
Additionally, VKF technology was employed to perform feature decomposition and frequency tracking
on the vibration signal, ensuring that the reconstructed signal remains unaffected by wind excitation. The

Figure 4: Wind speed time history curve

Figure 5: Self power spectral density of fluctuating wind
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statistical process of the median filter offers the advantages of speed and robustness in detecting and
correcting outliers. Following these processing steps, the free vibration response signal of the tower can
be obtained through numerical simulation and actual observation. This signal is closely related to the
inherent characteristics of the tower itself and remains unaffected by external natural excitation.

3.3 Numerical Simulation Results
The vibration data obtained from simulation is subjected to the Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT)

method to generate a time-frequency diagram of the original signal (refer to Fig. 6). The CWT time-
frequency diagram enables clear identification of the frequency components present in the original signal
along with their corresponding time intervals [23].

This method exhibits window adaptation, providing high frequency resolution for low frequency signals
and high time resolution for high frequency signals. The frequency resolution is demonstrated by the width of
the frequency domain fringes in the image, with narrower fringes indicating higher resolution [24].
Conversely, the time resolution follows an opposite trend, aligning with the focus on occurrence times of
both low and high frequency components in structural health monitoring. As depicted in Fig. 6, low
frequency values such as 6.03 and 14.18 Hz exhibit higher resolution and wider time coverage, while
high frequencies like 52.46 Hz display greater time resolution and a more distinct distribution of vibration
response intensity.

The tower’s wind-induced vibration data undergoes preprocessing of the CWT time-frequency diagram
under various operational conditions. This preprocessing involves information deletion and image
compression to create a fault database (Table 2 serves as a concise representation of this database). Due
to the abundance of fault image data as CNN training sets, it is impractical to include all of them in the
paper. Consequently, we randomly selected 15 time-frequency maps for each fault scenario to serve as
representatives of the complete dataset. Two-dimensional image data, as opposed to the original one-
dimensional time series signal, can convey a greater amount of information. It provides a comprehensive
depiction of the tower’s operational conditions from multiple dimensions. For instance, the wavelet time-
frequency map exhibits the time, frequency, energy, and other characteristics of the vibration signal on a
single map [25]. Therefore, the CWT-generated wavelet time-frequency map is utilized as input for CNN-
based fault diagnosis.

Figure 6: CWT time-frequency diagram of tower wind-induced vibration signal
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4 Tower Foot Displacement Test

4.1 Test Platform and Device Installation
This section collects wind vibration response data during actual tower failures through on-site tests.

During the conducted experiment, a variety of instruments were employed, encompassing an
accelerometer, a wind velocity and direction sensor, an analyzer, and a hydraulic jack. The configuration
and respective installation locations of these instruments are depicted in Fig. 7. In order to capture the
tower’s oscillation induced by wind-induced load, accelerometers were positioned at both the apex of
the tower and the intersection of the primary and inclined components of the tower structure [26]. The
sampling rate of the sensors was configured at 200 Hz. The wind velocity and direction sensor utilized an
ultrasonic device and transmitted data to the analyzer through RS485 communication. Equipped with an
STM32F407 processor, the analyzer functioned at a maximum operating frequency of 168 MHz,
facilitating signal preprocessing and initial analysis. Moreover, the hydraulic jack was employed to
replicate the displacement condition of the tower’s foundation by elevating it [27].

4.2 Acquisition and Analysis of Experimental Data
The acceleration waveform of the tower under typical circumstances is extracted amidst wind

stimulation. In order to imitate the displacement of the tower’s foundation, the hydraulic jack is utilized,
enabling the acquisition of the tower’s acceleration waveform. Distinct experiments were carried out with
tower foot displacements of 4 and 8 mm, and the corresponding measurement data were gathered
throughout these occurrences.

Within the realm of structural health monitoring, the frequency-domain attributes of natural frequency
showcase remarkable discernment in detecting structural impairment. Nevertheless, depending solely on

Table 2: Simple fault database

Status Normal state Displacement 4 mm Displacement 8 mm

2D Image Data
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signal identification from a solitary sensor may lead to the omission of structural modal properties owing to
the influence of environmental noise disturbance during testing, particularly when contrasted with simulated
data. To address this limitation, this paper utilizes three acceleration sensors strategically placed to capture
wind-induced vibrations. Each sensor captures unique modal information components [28]. The correlation
variance contribution (CVC) algorithm considers the duplication [29], supplementation, and interdependence
among the signals obtained from numerous sensors in a dynamic fusion fashion, guaranteeing the faithful
representation of the tower’s comprehensive vibration traits through the merged signals. The fundamental
principle of this algorithm can be outlined as follows.

We assume that there are m autonomous and uniform vibration sensors that capture m vibration signals
simultaneously, all sampled at the identical frequency during the sampling duration. Normalized signal yi(h)
is obtained through energy normalization, as shown below:

Xm
i¼1

yiðhÞ ¼
Xm
i¼1

xiðhÞffiffiffiffiffi
E2
i

p (6)

At this juncture, ki(q) is the considering the fusion coefficient associated from sensor i, the amalgamated
data as follows:

yðqÞ ¼
Xm
i¼1

kiðqÞ � yiðqÞ (7)

After using CVC algorithm and the CWT for fault feature visualization. The resultant data will be
partitioned in a ratio of 1:2, fulfilling the dual role of both the validation set and the testing set for the
subsequent DT-DL approach.

Figure 7: Tower foot displacement test platform
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5 Verify Effectiveness of Proposed Method

After visualizing the data, namely the training set, verification set, and test set (refer to Table 1), we
proceed to calibrate them. The samples representing the tower’s normal state are calibrated as 0, while the
samples with a tower foot displacement of 4 mm are calibrated as 1, and those with a tower foot
displacement of 8 mm are calibrated as 2. Subsequently, we will input the divided data into the model for
training. Finally, we will input the test data under various fault conditions into the trained model for fault
classification and detection.

5.1 Model Training
The performance of the network can be evaluated based on loss and accuracy metrics. The progression

of model training and the loss assessment for validation are illustrated in Figs. 8a and 8b, correspondingly.
During the training phase, a learning rate of 0.001 was employed, and 100 iterations were executed [30].
Fig. 8a illustrates that the accuracy rate experiences significant fluctuations in the early stages of model
training, indicating an initial phase of convergence. After the 47th iteration, the model’s accuracy
stabilizes and reaches a final value of 100%. Fig. 8b demonstrates a rapid decrease in the model’s loss
value during the first 68 iterations. Subsequently, the accuracy rate of the model tends to stabilize after
each iteration, reaching a final value of 100%. Beyond 68 iterations, the loss value approaches 0.023,
indicating that the model has essentially converged. These results indicate that the CNN achieves rapid
convergence, maintains a high and stable accuracy, and exhibits low training loss during the later
stages of training. In summary, this model exhibits high modeling accuracy and good fault diagnosis
stability.

To assess the universality of the numerical models built on DT technology and the stability of the trained
CNN, this study employs k-fold cross-validation (k = 10). The validation outcomes, presented in Table 3,
encompass normal state samples as well as those with tower foot displacements of 4 and 8 mm. The
results demonstrate that all samples yield satisfactory detection results, surpassing a 95% accuracy
threshold. Thus, it is verified that the trained CNN exhibits stability, and the numerical models relying on
DT technology are deemed reliable.

Figure 8: Results of model training
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5.2 Model Test and t-SNE Visualization Analysis
The depiction of the confusion matrix offers a visual and intuitive portrayal of the quantity and

categories of misclassifications pertaining to various fault types [31]. As shown in Fig. 9, the suggested
approach for proposed method attains a flawless accuracy rate of 100% during the testing conditions.
This indicates the method’s exceptional capability to discern the structural health state of the tower.
However, achieving a 100% success rate during validation does not necessarily imply a favorable
outcome, as it may be indicative of overfitting. To address this concern, we employ k-fold cross-
validation technology to validate the method’s accuracy and ensure its reliability.

In order to acquire a deep understanding of the feature extraction process, we employed t-distributed
stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) [32] as a technique to visually depict the learning traits of the
convolutional neural network (CNN). To delve into data with extensive dimensions, we utilized t-SNE,
an algorithm renowned for its visual capabilities. By projecting the data onto a two-dimensional space, t-
SNE provides valuable insights into the organization of data in a vast-dimensional space, granting
visibility into the intricacies of the high-dimensional data. As depicted in Fig. 10, failures of different
types are observed to cluster together at the network’s input, resulting in their failure to be recognized.
On the contrary, when it comes to the network’s output, failures of the identical category are clustered
together, whereas different types of failures are clearly distinguished. This observation underscores the
robustness of the method in extracting distinctive features.

5.3 Comparison of Different Methods
In this section, we evaluate and compare the speed and accuracy of fault diagnosis for three tower states

using various methods. The selected comparison methods encompass the DT-DL technology proposed in this
study, a CNN-based approach solely identifying working conditions, stochastic subspace identification with
SVM technology, and the VMD method combined with SVM technology. The identification results are
presented in Table 4.

Table 3: The results of the k-fold cross validation

Status k = 1 k = 2 k = 3 k = 4 k = 5 k = 6 k = 7 k = 8 k = 9 k = 10

Normal 98.7% 100% 96.6% 99.1% 97.3% 98.6% 100% 98.3% 98.9% 94.4%

4 mm 98.7% 98.6% 98.3% 97.8% 98.9% 99.2% 98.6% 99.1% 96.2% 98.4%

8 mm 97.4% 99.2% 97.6% 97.1% 100% 99.5% 97.1% 98.3% 97.9% 97.8%

Figure 9: Confusion matrix of tower fault diagnosis
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To begin with, we conduct a comparative analysis of the recognition speed among different methods
under varying conditions. The findings indicate that the deep learning-based approach exhibits notably
faster recognition speed compared to traditional methods. Specifically, the DT-DL method proposed in
this paper demonstrates the highest recognition speed. The convergence rate of the DT-DL method
surpasses other methods (solely CNN, SSI + SVM, and VMD + SVM) by 28.1%, 58.7%, and 51.5%,
respectively. Consequently, the proposed DT-DL method significantly enhances the convergence speed
during the recognition process.

Lastly, we evaluate the recognition accuracy of each method across various conditions. The findings
reveal that the DT-DL method achieves the highest recognition accuracy. Notably, the traditional
recognition method outperforms the deep learning-based approach in terms of recognition accuracy. The
recognition accuracy of the DT-DL method surpasses other methods (solely CNN, SSI + SVM, and VMD
+ SVM) by 21.8%, 14.7%, and 10.6%, respectively.

6 Conclusions

In this research, we introduce an innovative method for monitoring the displacement of the foot by
utilizing vibrations induced by wind. The suggested technique utilizes continuous wavelet transformation
to visually represent the data on vibrations and establishes a database of faults by migrating the data.
Subsequently, deep learning techniques are employed to diagnose the tower’s foot displacement.

This manuscript presents the establishment of a numerical model for the system consisting of towers.
The model is optimized using virtual damping technology, which effectively controls the wind-induced
vibration response of the tower. To accurately simulate this response, we employ the Davenport spectrum.
Additionally, the data is visualized using continuous wavelet transform, and a data migration technique is
employed to construct the fault database for the tower.

In this study, a tower fault monitoring test was conducted on the actual tower. The collected data
encompasses the vibration response of the tower induced by natural stimulation. CVC algorithm is
thoroughly analyze the data and obtain comprehensive information about the dynamic characteristics.

Figure 10: Visual analysis of the proposed method

Table 4: Comparison results of different methods

Methods DT-DL CNN SSI + SVM VMD+ SVM

Relative speed 1.0 0.719 0.413 0.485

Accuracy 100% 78.2% 85.3% 89.4%
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In this study, deep learning methods were used to monitor tower faults. Experimental results substantiate
that the suggested model attains a monitoring precision of 100% within the specified circumstances. The
results affirm the exceptional capability of this method in discerning the structural health state of the tower.
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